So You are Coming to Dover International Speedway to RIDE with
Ride Certificates. A Ride certificate is all that is needed to ride. It is your ticket. All you need to participate in our
ride along setup is be at Gate 1 at our scheduled start time, on any day we are there, with your certificate, and
you’ll receive your ride along. Monday thru Sunday sessions start at 10 am and 2:00 pm. No prior appointment is
required. That said, if you chose to let us know that you are coming we’ll have your pit pass already made up.
Just speeds the process up a bit. And we love to know that one of our customers is planning on being there. But
we understand that your plans for a ride might change, so if you are in town, and we are running, just come to
Gate 1. We also welcome guests of participants. There is no charge and they’ll be included in the van tour of the
racetrack and be taken to pit road right along with you! Visit www.monsterracing.com for our on track schedule of
dates. We are on track from April to October. Note: this process is for ride the Monster only, ALL driver setups are
handled on a pre-scheduled basis (need to call 1-800-468-6946). Additionally, should you choose to use your
Ride Certificate on either of our Monday Ride Day after the Cup Race, please come to Gate 12, in Turn 2, from
8am to 12pm. We regret that Ride Day Only events are not wheelchair friendly (pits are not accessible) and do
require participants and guests to climb several flights of steps to enter/exit.
Directions.If you use a GPS or any of the online maps, use 99 Finish Line Rd, Dover, DE. That will take you via
Leipsic Road to the entrance to the track. You can not get to where you need to be entering the facility directly
from US13. You are in the Hotel and Casino parking area. Not the Motorsports side. So from Leipsic Rd you
turn into the track, turn right following the Monster Racing parking signs to the black fenced area on the left. Exit
your car and head towards the track. As you exit the parking lot, you will turn left and be looking at gate one.
The Facility The Pit Road area we’ll have tents setup with seats for most. There is a souvenir trailer that sells
snacks and drinks as well as hats, t-shirts etc. We also have a photo trailer that will have photos for you to
purchase while you are there as well. The infield Media center is air conditioned and has restrooms. Please stay
in the general area of pit road behind the pit wall. Racecars and safety equipment both move faster than you can
run. You may want to venture to the roof of the media center as it does provide an excellent observation point.
Please watch you step! Mostly there is a small step down once on the roof that people watching the track instead
of where they are going miss and causes them to trip. You may venture to the winner’s circle area as well. But
please limit your visit to there and no further. And please, DO NOT step out into the pit road area to take a close
up picture. Remember there will be participants driving who may not see you soon enough to prevent a meeting
by accident
What Happens NEXT? Ok, we’ve gotten everybody check in and all drivers, riders, and their guests are now
at pit road. We can close the gate. We are about one hour into the event. The gate must be closed and the
track clear signal given prior to any hot track operations. We start with White Tag Riders. They are called to pit
wall and given a helmet and away they go. Next we call the people who are Ride and Drives and they complete
the Ride part of their Program. Once all rides are completed, we then shift into the Drivers segment.
Once my Ride is completed Can I leave? The short answer is yes. However there are two parts to leaving. We
will take you by van from pit road to the turn two crossover bridge but the van does not start running back and
forth UNTIL we finish all the rides. The second part of leaving via the cross over bridge is STAIRS. There are four
set of stairs to get out. Two up and over then two back down on the other side, as well as a bit of a walk up hill on
the cross over. It is a moderate workout and will not accommodate a wheelchair. Once over the bridge one of our
vans will meet you there and take you back to your car in the parking lot. Wheelchair bound visitors as well as
participants or guests unable to climb stairs will be unable to leave until the end of the session. Generally 2 or so
hours after the track is hot.
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